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FISCAL Technologies, a global provider of a forensic and artificial intelligence (AI) powered P2P Risk
Management Platform, today announced a new partnership with Advanced, the UK’s third largest provider
of business software and services. The partnership will enable Advanced’s Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) and Financial Management solution customers to strengthen their Purchase-to-Pay (P2P) fraud and
risk protection with FISCAL’s proven solution.
Advanced customers can now further protect their organisational spend from the increasing fraud, risk and
compliance threats in their Accounts Payable and P2P processes. FISCAL’s NXG Forensics platform
intelligently augments Advanced’s ERP solutions with continuous invoice and supplier analysis,
identifying and blocking high risk payments to preserve working capital.
According to a recent ACFE report, 80% of organisations still rely on external audits, yet only 4% of
fraud is detected by external audit. With traditional controls such as audits no longer protecting from
contemporary risks, Advanced’s customers can now take a proactive approach by augmenting their
transaction processing with FISCAL’s solution.
FISCAL’s platforms have processed over 1 billion transactions with a value of over £5 trillion in
spend. Its global customer base is closely aligned with Advanced’s ERP customer profile, ensuring they
can immediately benefit from the platform’s P2P spend protection.
“We’re excited to partner with Advanced as we focus our combined energies on serving customers with
an industry-leading P2P Risk Management platform” stated Colin Rigby, Head of Strategic Alliances and
Channel at FISCAL Technologies. “Today’s announcement is great news for organisations looking to take
control of their P2P fraud and risk management. This relationship represents a powerful opportunity for
FISCAL Technologies to significantly expand our presence in the enterprise ERP market.”
“Today’s announcement with industry leader FISCAL Technologies is another solid step in our journey
to provide world-class solutions for our clients and further strengthens our capabilities for providing
financial solutions” said Stefan Hiscock, Corporate Development Director, Advanced. “This partnership
will help us deliver on our Financial Solutions Product Strategy by giving us a comprehensive solution
around Fraud and Risk in the Purchase-to-Pay arena, in addition to our already strong position in ERP
Solutions. FISCAL Technologies is the perfect partner, proven not only in the UK, but globally to help us
fully realise this opportunity in the long term.”
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About FISCAL Technologies
FISCAL Technologies is a world leading provider of forensics and artificial intelligence powered
solutions and services that empower purchase-to-pay teams across the globe to protect their
organisational spend.
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Incorporating unique technology to reduce risk in the supply chain, FISCAL Technologies’ award winning
cloud-based risk management platform is used on a continuous, preventative basis to protect supplier
spend, defend against fraud, increase profitability and drive process improvement.
FISCAL has safeguarded over 1 billion transactions with a value of over £5 trillion in spend. For
further solution information visit www.fiscaltec.com
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About Advanced
Advanced help organisations create the right digital foundations that drive productivity, insight and
innovation – all while remaining safe, secure and compliant. We enable our customers to achieve
increased efficiencies, savings and growth opportunities through focused, right-first-time software
solutions that evolve with the changing needs of their business and the markets they operate in.
Our solutions for both commercial and public sector organisations simplify complex business challenges
and deliver immediate value, positively impacting millions of people’s lives.
We have a strong track record in helping our customers journey to the Cloud. We manage private, public
and hybrid Cloud environments as well as deliver sector specific Cloud-based solutions and services. We
are certified partners with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft, and have achieved the highest levels
of accreditation that are held by few.
Our Cloud solutions are used by organisations of all shapes and sizes including Highways England,
Performing Rights Society (PRS) and Aspire Furniture.
www.oneadvanced.com
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